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Abstract— Recommender Engine is a specific type of smart 

system that uses old user feedback on products and/or 

additional information to make useful product 

recommendations. This assumes a key job in a wide scope 

of utilization, including web-based shopping, e-business 

administrations, and social ecommerce networking. 

Collaborative sifting (CF) is the most well-known 

methodologies utilized for suggestion frameworks; 

however, CF experiences full cold start (CCS) issue where 

no appraising record is accessible and with Incomplete 

Cold Start (ICS) issues where there are just few rating 

records accessible for some new things or application 

clients. Therefore, the recommendation algorithms for 

collaborative filtering are useful and play a vital role in 

businesses to reach out to new users and promote their 

services and products. This paper introduces a new 

cooperative filtering recommendation algorithm based on 

dimensionality reduction called Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) used to cluster related users and 

reduce dimensionality. These method and concept are 

continuously being used and referred in order to attain an 

increased and enhanced accuracy over the present Netflix 

system. This paper is working with Netflix's prize dataset, 

we use the incremental SVD approach to predict movie 

ratings based on previous user preferences. Different 

experiments are conducted to see the effect of various 

parameters on the algorithm's performance. 

Keywords—    Recommendation System, Collaborative 

Filtering, dimension reduction and Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD). 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recommended System is the last case of the standard 

awesome gigantic change in computing learning. applications, 

for example, web-based business, video, internet music, and 

gaming, and even online relationship practice a comparative 

strategy that has huge volumes of information to satisfy a 

client's needs in a customized manner. while many of the work 

in advice focuses on algorithms, another technique of an 

advice machine is that it has a massive impact. for instance, 

together with new statistics sources or representations 

(features) to a current algorithm. we will utilize netflix as a 

decent model for depicting the utilization of information, 

models, and distinctive personalization systems. Step by step 

instructions to gauge the accomplishment of a given 

personalization technique is some other basic thing that is 

thought about. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) was at one 

time the disconnected correlation metric picked for the Netflix 
Prize. 

Collaborative Filtering is the technique for foreseeing a 

client's advantages dependent on all clients ' past inclinations 

dependent on the possibility that clients who have enjoyed 

comparative things in the past will in general support 

comparable things later on. Extensive work on this topic has 

been done in the literature, and Netflix is currently running a 

cooperative screening contest for movies. The goal of the 

competition is to increase performance by 10 percent over its 

current algorithm. Different teams in the competition have 

shown Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to perform well 
for this goal, and nearly all groups currently in top positions in 

the leader board employ a form of SVD. 

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A.  Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) algorithm – 

Data sparsity and high dimensionality are recurring 

problems in RS. Therefore, dimensionality reduction is an 
urgent problem to be solved at present, and SVD namely a 

particular realization of the MF algorithms, is a powerful 

technique for dimensionality reduction an original rating 

matrix  can be decomposed into U, S and V according to 
SVD technology as follows 

 =                     (1) 

 

Each column of U is called a left singular vector, S is a 

diagonal matrix, and the diagonal values are arranged from 

large to small, which are called singular values; each row of 

 is called the right singular vector 
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                                      Fig. 1. SVD matrix 

U and V matrix is orthogonal matrix, X is user’s rating 
matrix, U is user’s features matrix, and S is diagonal matrix of 

singular values,  is movies features matrix, U represents 
hoe much users “like” each feature,  represents how 
relevant each feature is to each movie. 

The value of the diagonal on the matrix S is indeed the 

square root of R  or R. For instance, a matrix 
decomposition process of SVD. The dimension of the initial 
matrix R is reduced, which is represented by using U, S, and 
V. Among them, U reflects the user information, V reflects the 
item information, and S reflects the importance of the feature. 
We select the first 4 features, which take up more than 95% of 

the original energy. Finally, approximates to the real matrix 
R. In general, S is a r×r diagonal matrix, where k = min(m,n). 

R is approximated with  given by R ≈ = U V, and is 
the k-rank approximation of ∑. 

In RS, SVD is used for dimensionality reduction, and it can 
also be used directly for prediction tasks. The prediction 
process is as follows: 

Step 1: Covert the rating matrix to the new dense matrix D. 
The user-item rating matrix is mapped to the dense 

matrix using SVD techniques i.e., for finding the new 

coordinates of users and items in the matrix  we convert 
raw data to the k-dimensions space as follows: 

       =             (2) 

 =             (3) 

Where   and  are new coordinates of users 
and items in the k dimensions space. For instance, the matrix 
is denoted as R, which can be decomposed into U, V, and ∑. 
We can obtain the approximation of R by taking the first 2-
dimensional data. 

    Step 2: Normalize the rating matrix D. The matrix D is 

normalized employing Z-score to the   by =  

and =  .Here  and π denote the average ratings 

and standard deviation for users, respectively, and  and σ 
denote the average ratings and standard deviation for items, 
respectively. 

Step 3: Apply SVD method on the matrix Z. i.e., the matrix 
Z is decomposed using SVD to obtain the new U, S and V. 

Step 4: Obtain an approximation of Z. According to the 

low-rank matrix U, S and V, we can obtain a new matrix, 

denoted by . 
Step 5: Predict the unknown ratings. We can predict the 

unknown ratings based on  or 

. 

 

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

1. Problem Description 
Netflix is all about connecting people to the movies they 

love. To help customers find those movies, they developed 
world-class movie recommendation system: CinematchSM. Its 
job is to predict whether someone will enjoy a movie based on 
how much they liked or disliked other movies. Netflix use 
those predictions to make personal movie recommendations 
based on each customer’s unique tastes.  
Netflix provided a lot of anonymous rating data, and 
prediction accuracy and predict the rating that a user would 
give to a movie that he has not yet rated and also Minimize the 

difference between predicted and actual rating. 

2. Converting / merging whole data to required 

format 

This process is to convert whole data into required format 

i.e. we are checking for null values, removing duplicate 

values, checking of overall data like total number of ratings, 

total number of movies, and total number of users. 

 

 

            Fig.  2: preprocessing of data 

3. Create the sparse matrix from dataframe 

Here we are creating the sparse matrix and checking the 
sparsity of matrix has been created for both train and test 
dataset and both contain 99% of sparsity. 
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       Fig. 3: calculating sparsity of matrix 

4. Computing User-User Similarity matrix 

User-User similarity has been calculated 17K dimension 
for per user and it had been calculated with the help of cosine 
similarity. Cosine similarity helps to find most similar user to 
the active user .it finds top similar users and ignore rest of 
them. 

 

                 Fig. 4: User-User Similarity calculation 

5. Computing Movie – Movie Similarity matrix 

Even though we have similarity measure of each movie, 
with all other movies, we generally don't care much about 
least similar movies. Most of the times, only top x similar 
items matters. It may be 10 or 100. We take only those top 

similar movie ratings and store them in a separate dictionary. 

 

            Fig.  5: Movie –Movie similarity calculations 

6. Finding most similar movies using similarity 

matrix 

From below, with the help of random movie 
similarities of movies is been checked. If we want to 
check for particular movie then it also been checked. And 
for the particular movie how many users has been rated 
we can see and also we get similar movies with the help 
of genres and that genres may be of type comedy, Thriller 
SCI-FI, animated, romantic.so such types of genres 
provides well recommendations to the users. 

 
Fig. 6: Finding most similar movies 

 

7. Recommendation of top 10 similar movies 

This result shows recommendation of 10 movies with 
movie id, year of its release and its title. 
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Fig. 7: Results 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the era of big data, RS helps users spend less time 
finding their favourite items. In the paper, solving data 
sparsity and high dimensionality, summarize the approaches 
and techniques of the traditional CF-based recommender 
systems, and discuss the major challenges and the advantages 
of the CF-based RS. .The main approach with SVD that it 
works for good recommendation to users and handle with the 
problem that user faces like sparsity, scalability, and 
Dimensionality reduction. 
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